
1.  The Law of Segregation:   

Genes exist in pairs and alleles segregate from each other 

during gamete formation, into equal numbers of gametes.  

Progeny obtain one determinant from each parent. 

 

2.  The Law of Independent Assortment 

Members of one pair of genes (alleles) segregate 

independently of members of other pairs. 

   

 

Last time 



Law of Segregation of Alleles alleles (on a chromosome)  

for the same trait separate in gametes 

Law of Independent Assortment different traits on a 

chromosome are inherited independently in gametes 

Which is which? 

 

 
a. each parent passes a 

randomly selected 

copy (allele) of only 

one of these to its 

offspring 

 

b. the selection of a 

gene for one trait to 

be passed to the 

offspring has nothing 

to do with the 

selection of the gene 

for any other trait 
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genes 
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Chromosomes  

•Are long stable DNA strands with many genes.   

•Occur in pairs in diploid organisms.   

•The two chromosomes in a pair are called “homologs”  

•Homologs usually contain the same genes, arranged in the same order 

• Homologs often have different alleles of specific genes that differ 

  in part of their DNA sequence. 

genes & chromsomes 



The DNA in a single human chromosomes ranges from 

50-250 million base pairs. A chromosome contains 

hundreds of genes.   In the chromosome, DNA is 

packaged into a much more compact form.  

DNA 

chromosome 

1: 10,000 

Chromosome size and packaging 



From Griffiths et al.  Introduction to Genetic Analysis 

W. H. Freeman 2000 



The number of chromosomes per cell  

varies in different species 

chromosome 

number 

From Griffiths et al.  Introduction to Genetic Analysis 

W. H. Freeman 2000 
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Chromosomes

Each chromatid consists of a very long strand of DNA.  The DNA is
roughly colinear with the chromosome but is highly structured around
histones and other proteins which serve to condense its length and
control the activity of genes.

chromosome 

structure 



Telomeres 

Centromere 

Specialized structures 

at chromosome ends 

that are important for  

chromosome stability. 

A region within chromosomes 

that is required for proper  

segregation during meiosis 

and mitosis. 



Two major types of cell divisions 
 

Mitosis  

 Goal is to produce two cells that are genetically 

 identical to the parental cell. 

 

Meiosis  

 Goal is to produce haploid gametes from a 

 diploid parental cell.  Gametes are genetically 

 different from parent and each other.   

     

Two types of 

cell divisions 



a

Sister
chromatids

unreplicated
homologs

replicated
homologs

Homologues and Sisters

Homologues and Sisters 

Homologs and Sisters 



a

Mitosis

2n 4n

2n

In mitosis the homologs do not pair up.   

Rather they behave independently.   

Each resultant cell receives one copy of each homolog. 

Mitosis 



a

Meiosis

2n 4n

2n 1n

I II

In meiosis the products are haploid gametes so two divisions  

are necessary.  Prior to the first division, the homologs pair up  

(synapse) and segregate from each other.  In the second meiotic  

division sister chromatids segregate.  Each cell receives a single  

chromatid from only one of the two homologs. 

Meiosis 



Mitosis      vs     Meiosis 
• One Division 

• Homologues do not pair 

• Centromeres divide 

 

• Each cell inherits both   
homologues 

• Mitosis is conservative 

producing daughter cells 

that are like parental cell.

  

• Two Divisions 

• Homologues Pair up 

• In meiosis I, centromeres do 

not divide 

• Homologues segregate from    

each other. 

• Meiosis is not conservative, 

rather it promotes variation 

through segregation of 

chromosomes and 

recombination 



Like genes, chromosomes also follow Mendel’s laws 
 

 1.  Present in pairs 

 2.  Homologs (carrying different alleles) segregate 

3.  One member of the pair is inherited from each 

parent 

 4.  Assort independently 

 

Thus much of what Mendel found about the behavior of 

genes can be attributed to the behavior of chromosomes.  

(The genes Mendel used in his crosses were on different 

chromosomes.) 
 

 

Chromosomes/2nd law 



Law of Independent Assortment 

Alleles of the same gene segregate opposite to 

one another,but segregation of alleles from 

different genes is usually independent. 

 

 

When is assortment of genes not 

independent? 



Linkage 

 

Although Mendel's Law of Independent Assortment 

applies well to genes that are on different 

chromosomes.  It does not apply well to two genes that 

are close to each other on the same chromosome. 

 

Such genes are said to be “linked” and tend to 

segregate together in crosses. 

Linkage 



Consider the following pair of genes from the sweet pea 

that are located on the same chromosome: 

Trait affected Alleles  Phenotype 

Purple Flower color 

p 

P purple 

red 

Long Pollen length L Long 

l short 

Gene 

Purple 

Sweat Pea P&L 



Test cross - more clearly reveals what gametes  

(and how many) were contributed by the F1 dihybrid. 

P/P L/L   X   p/p l/l 

 

   

 

F1         P/p L/l  X  p/p l/l  "tester" 

 

     

 

    

F2  Score progeny (total = 2840) 

 

 

Test cross 
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Meiosis with perfect linkage of two genes

Meiosis/perfect linkage 



Results of test cross 

       
dihybrid                    perfectly 

gametes  zygote     type  independent   linked observed  

    P L  P/p L/l Purple long      710   1420     1340 

    P l  P/p l/l purple short      710         0      154 

    p L  p/p L/l red long           710          0      151 

    p l  p/p  l/l red short       710            1420     1195 

 

 

If independent assortment we expect a 1:1:1:1 ratio of the four types  

of gametes.  On the other hand if the two markers are perfectly linked  

we expect only to see only the two parental types in equal numbers. 

 

In reality significant numbers of p L and P l gametes are observed,  

but not as many as would be expected by independent assortment.   

Test cross results 
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Meiosis with recombination of two linked genes

In some meotic divisions these recombination events between the
genes will occur resulting in recombinant gametes.

Meiosis w/recombination 



Meiotic recombination in a grasshopper 

chiasma 

Chiasma 



Recombination is very precise -- During meiosis chromosomes 

pair and align with homologous genes in exact opposition.  This 

allows crossovers between genes at the exact same nucleotides.  

a b c d e f 

a b c d e f 

------AGCCCGTTAAGC------ 

------AGCCCGTTAAGC------ 

Note: this diagram does not represent the actual molecular 

mechanism of recombination-- only the result. 

------AGCCCGTTAAGC------ 

------AGCCCGTTAAGC------ 

Recombination precision 



Recombination mapping 

a b c 

A B C 

Consider a chromosome segment with three genes that  

can be followed in a cross: 

Will there be more recombination between A and B or  

between B and C ? 

Mapping 



Recombination mapping 
 

Recombination frequency is a direct measure of the distance between genes.   

The higher the frequency of recombination (assortment) between two  

genes the more distant the genes are from each other. 

 

A map distance can be calculated using the formula: 

 

# recombinant progeny /total progeny X 100 = map distance (% recombination) 

 

1 map unit = 1% recombination = 1 centimorgan 

calculation of RF 



gametes  zygote   phenotype         observed   

    P L  P/p L/l  Purple long 1340 parental type 

    P l  P/p l/l  purple short   154  recombinant 

    p L  p/p L/l  red long        151 recombinant 

    p l  p/p  l/l  red short  1195 parental type 

      2840 TOTAL 

Calculation of map distance between the P and L genes 

# recombinant progeny /total progeny X 100 = map distance 

305 were recombinants  (154 P l  + 151 p L) 

 

305/2840  X  100 = 10.7 map units or 10.7% recombination frequency 



Build a map 

Recombination frequencies for a third gene (X) were determined 

using the same type of cross as that used for  P and L.  

.  

P to L  10.7 map units 

 

P to X  13.1 map units 

 

X to L  2.8 map units 

 

 

  
Map 

 

         13.1 units 

P-------------------------------L--------------X 

 10.7 units 2.8 units 

 

We can deduce from this that L is between P and X and is  

closer to L than it is to P. Thus it is possible to generate a  

recombination map for an entire chromosomes. 

 

Build a  map 



SCAN OF DROSOPHILA LINKAGE MAP 

A linkage map for Drosophila chromosomes 

Drosophila Linkage map 



 Chromosomes and Linkage  

 

 The maximum frequency of observed recombinants between 

 two genes is 50%.  At this frequency the genes are assorting 

 independently (as if they were on two different chromosomes) 

  

dpy bw ho 

4 13 104 

The dpy and bw are 91 map units apart. How frequently  

will these alleles become separated (total % nonparentals  

types in a test cross)? 

Dpy Ho Bw 

Linked vs unlinked genes 



 Chromosomes and Linkage  

 

 The maximum frequency of observed recombinants between 

 two genes is 50%.  At this frequency the genes are assorting 

 independently (as if they were on two different chromosomes). 

  
A 

a 

B 

b 

50% parental gametes (AB, ab) 

50% non-parental gametes (aB, Ab) 

A 

a 

B 

b 

If on the same chromosome, but greater than 50 map units 

apart, crossovers will actually occur > 50% of the time 

but multiples will cancel each other out. 

A 

a 

B 

b 

parental gametes (AB, ab)  

 

non-parental gametes (aB, Ab) 



A B 

a b 

infinite CO 

Genes that are greater than 50 map units apart undergo frequent 

recombination events and thus segregate randomly in relation 

to each other.   Their position on the same chromosome is  

determined by constructing a map with multiple genes  

that are more close linked.  

 

Bottom line: 

Two genes can be on the SAME chromosome but will behave 

as if they are unlinked in a test cross. 


